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Abstract— Utilising the known language of origin of a name
can be useful when predicting the pronunciation of the name.
When this language is not known, automatic language identifi-
cation (LID) can be used to influence which language-specific
grapheme-to-phoneme (G2P) predictor is triggered to produce
a pronunciation for the name. We investigate the implications
when both the LID system and the G2P system generate errors:
what influence does this have on a resulting speech recognition
system? We experiment with different approaches to LID-based
dictionary creation and report on results in four South African
languages: Afrikaans, English, Sesotho and isiZulu.

I. INTRODUCTION

Speech recognition applications that utilise names, such
as directory enquiry systems, require the ability to predict
the pronunciation of these names accurately. Proper names
(names of people, places or things) form a very large set of
words, and their pronunciation can be difficult to predict.

One of the factors that has been shown to improve mod-
elling of proper names is the ability to identify their language
of origin [1]. Many personal names originate from other
languages [2], and their pronunciation can be influenced by
the pronunciation rules of the original language. In South
Africa, the difficulty of identifying the language of origin
of a name is exacerbated by two factors: the scarcity of
resources for model training and the co-existence of multiple
languages. Many names are in fact multilingual. For exam-
ple, an Afrikaans name, such as ‘Paul’ (/ p @u l /, using
SAMPA1 notation) will be pronounced differently from the
English name ‘Paul’ (/ p O: l /).

In this paper, we are interested in the effect of language
identification (LID) accuracy on automatic speech recogni-
tion (ASR) accuracy of proper names in the South African
context, and experiment with four languages: Afrikaans,
English, Sesotho and isiZulu. We use mono- and multilingual
LID systems to predict the language tags of proper names.
We then use language-specific grapheme-to-phoneme (G2P)
systems to generate pronunciations based on the different
LID tags and analyse the result. Using the predicted pro-
nunciations, we develop ASR systems and investigate the
implications of LID of proper names on ASR accuracy.
Specifically, we would like to know whether more accurate
LID tags influence recognition accuracy.

1The ‘Speech Assessment Methods Phonetic Alphabet’ is a standard
computer-readable notation for phoneme descriptions. See [3].

The paper is structured as follows: Section II provides
background on related LID studies of proper names. Section
III presents the data used in subsequent experiments, and
Section IV provides an overview of the experimental design.
Section V describes results in terms of LID, G2P and
ASR performance. Finally, Section VI summarises the main
findings.

II. BACKGROUND

Various studies of natural speech synthesis have found
that knowledge of the source language of a proper name
is important to determine the correct pronunciation of that
name [4], [1]. In the South African context, Kgampe and
Davel [5] investigated the pronunciation of Afrikaans, En-
glish, Setswana and isiZulu names, and showed that the
linguistic origin of proper names and the mother tongue of
the respondent have a significant effect on the pronunciation
of such names.

Data-driven G2P prediction or even fully graphemic sys-
tems perform very well for standard words [6]. However,
these techniques become less accurate for words that do
not follow the standard pronunciation rules of the language.
Names can be of diverse etymological origin and are some-
times borrowed from another language without following the
process of assimilation to the phonological pattern of the new
language [7]. Pronunciation prediction of names therefore
typically still rely on large dictionaries and semi-automatic
processing (a combination of manual and automatic process-
ing) [8].

To address the complications associated with proper name
pronunciation prediction, a number of authors [1], [9], [10]
propose a combination of two lexical modelling approaches,
consisting of (1) G2P conversion based on language-specific
rules, followed by (2) phoneme-to-phoneme (P2P) conver-
sion. The language-specific G2P conversion approach makes
use of the source language of the proper name in context
before applying the language-specific G2P rules to predict
its pronunciation. For example, Réveil et al. [9] performed
a study on how the source language of a word affects the
ASR performance. In their experiment, they made use of
a language-specific G2P converter, mono- and multilingual
acoustic model and language-specific P2P converter. They
observed that when pronouncing foreign words, speakers
tend to use the G2P rules of their own (mother tongue)



language rather than the G2P rules of the true language of
origin.

LID of proper names have been studied by authors such
as Bhargava and Kondrak [11], who experimented with two
multilingual name corpora, namely the Transfermarkt corpus
containing European soccer players’ names in 13 possible
languages, and the Chinese-English-Japanese (CEJ) corpus
containing first and last names in these languages. They
used support vector machines (SVM) and n-gram counts as
classifier and features respectively. In [12], Joint Sequence
Models (JSMs) were found to provide competitive results
when compared with n-gram SVMs. In related work, JSMs
were also used to classify names as multilingual [13].

III. DATA

Two data sets are used to evaluate the effect of LID
on ASR accuracy: the South African Directory Enquiries
(SADE) corpus [14], and the Multipron corpus [15]. The
SADE corpus was developed to support the development of
directory enquiry applications in South Africa. This corpus
contains audio samples from multilingual speakers producing
proper names typically encountered in a directory enquiries
system. SADE encompasses all 11 official South African
languages, from which a subset of four languages is selected.

Multipron was designed to contain samples of the diverse
proper names that occur in South Africa. The corpus cap-
tures a balance between own-language pronunciations and
imitation of foreign-language pronunciation, as well as the
different styles of imitation that occur, which are also of
broader interest. Table I lists the number of unique words,
average word length and character count per language, with
‘afr’, ‘eng’, ‘sot’ and ‘zul’ representing Afrikaans, English,
Sesotho and isiZulu, respectively. Considering the statistics
in Table I, SADE data set is almost exclusively bilingual;
where English and Afrikaans languages dominate. Also, we
observe that the majority of the words are monolingual with
a smaller percentage of 9.3% identified as multilingual.

TABLE I
SADE VS MULTIPRON CORPUS: LANGUAGE DISTRIBUTION AND WORD

STATISTICS.

Word count Avg. word length Character count
Lang SADE Multipron SADE Multipron SADE Multipron
afr 1 050 252 6.9 6.9 7 308 1 743
eng 6 634 522 7.4 6.2 48 733 3 232
sot 465 264 7.8 7.4 3 612 1 965
zul 458 254 8.1 7.2 3 689 1 839

In addition, the NCHLT-inlang dictionaries [16] are used
as training data when creating both LID and G2P models.
These dictionaries were developed as part of the NCHLT
speech corpora [17], and contain 15,000 word-pronunciation
pairs in each of South Africa’s 11 official languages.

A. Corpus reference dictionary

The dictionaries for the SADE and Multipron corpora
were obtained in different ways: The original Multipron
corpus [15] constitutes a combination of name-surname pairs

as a single word with their corresponding pronunciations,
which were recorded and then manually transcribed per audio
clip. In [18], name pairs were split into separate entities
(compensating for boundary effects), resulting in a dictionary
with more pronunciation variants per word. The latter split
version is the dictionary utilised here.

The SADE pronunciation dictionary, on the other hand,
was obtained semi-automatically by combining manual ver-
ification and correction with G2P prediction. Initial name
pronunciations were obtained using G2P rules extracted
from already existing resources. In order to identify incor-
rect pronunciations, a phoneme-based dynamic programming
score (PDP) [19] was used. These scores are based on
speech recogniser output, and are calculated using a data-
driven matrix (assigning variable weight across phoneme
substitutions). PDP output was also used to generate cross-
lingual pronunciation variants. A final round of verification
was carried out on audio/transcription pairs to flag wrong
transcriptions and mark these for manual correction [18].
We observe that less pronunciation variants per word exist
in this dictionary as compared to the Multipron dictionary.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

A. Overview

To analyse the effect of LID on ASR accuracy, we develop
four ASR systems that only differ in the pronunciation dictio-
naries used during training and testing. These dictionaries are
generated using a combination of LID and G2P prediction.
The same set of language-specific G2P predictors are used
for all dictionaries, but different LID options are evaluated
(causing different predictors to be triggered per word). The
overall process is depicted in Fig. 1, and described in the
remainder of this section.

B. LID tag prediction

Each corpus includes a LID tag per word, which can be
used to obtain an oracle result (Ref-LID). Three additional
cases are considered where JSM models are used for LID
prediction:

• Single-language tags: the LID technique is forced to
classify each word as monolingual.

• Multi-language tags: words are classified as multilin-
gual. Each word may therefore have more than one LID
tag.

• All-four-language tags: we assume that all words origi-
nate from all four target languages by tagging each word
with all the target languages.

One question that needs addressing is the selection of the
training data on which the LID system should be trained. To
avoid bias towards any of the evaluation corpora employed,
especially during later ASR experiments, a model trained on
the NCHLT-inlang data set is used to predict the language of
origin of proper names. A 10 000 word subset of the original
15 000 word list is used per language. This list contains
only unique words that are monolingual. The JSM-based LID
model developed is described in [13]. In summary, the JSM
model parameters used include initialisation with counts,



unconstrained contexts, full Expectation Maximisation, and
discounting (optimised using a 10% hold-out set, and folded
back post training). Models are trained up to an order of 8.
To select the final word LID across sets, ‘forced pron’ voting
is applied. See [13] for more detail.

Once LID prediction has been completed, there are there-
fore four versions of the word list, each version associated
with a different set of LID tags.

C. Phoneme mapping

As different phoneme transcription conventions are used
for the corpora involved, these must be reconciled prior to
G2P training or testing. The goal of creating a phoneme
mapping is to use common phonemes from all available
corpora to obtain a final phoneme set that has the same
symbol per phoneme. Cases where corpora share the same
symbol or use a different symbol for the same phoneme, are
straightforward to handle. However, there are cases where
two distinct phonemes in one corpus are transcribed as a
single phoneme in another, resulting in an absence of certain
phonemes. This occurs since phonemes contained in NCHLT-
inlang dictionaries capture distinctions that are linguistically
important, compared to the phoneme set used to obtain
the two reference dictionaries, which capture distinctions
humans were able to make reliably during cross-lingual
transcriptions.

For example, in our reference dictionaries, for languages
in which duration is considered important, a differentiation is
made between long and short vowels (/u:/ and /u/, /i:/ and /i/)
and speakers tend to produce distinct samples that are either
lengthened or not. On the other hand, for languages that
do not put emphasis on duration, speakers may arbitrarily
produce /i:/ or /i/ or a duration in between – this is then
very difficult to transcribe consistently. In cross-lingual tran-
scriptions, such language-specific transitions are therefore
sometimes omitted [20].

To obtain a common phoneme set that reconciles differ-
ences across the three corpora, two phoneme set mappings
are defined:

• One that makes the sets consistent but retains all
phoneme distinctions, referred to as ‘detailed’.

• Another that applies a merging approach where not
all phoneme distinctions are utilised, referred to as
‘combined’.

The ‘detailed’ phoneme set will therefore produce more
conservative results than the ‘combined’ set.

D. G2P dictionary prediction

To obtain phonemic transcriptions and generate a dictio-
nary for the different word lists, G2P conversion is performed
on each list using Default&Refine [21]. The algorithm is
trained on language-specific generic text to extract G2P rules,
which are then language-dependent. Each word translation
is based on language-specific G2P rules. To generate G2P
models, the full set of the NCHLT-inlang data (15 000 words
per language) is used as training data. Using these models,
we generate four dictionaries:

• Ref-LID dictionary: G2P-based dictionary obtained
from the manually tagged word list.

• Single LID dictionary: G2P-based dictionary obtained
from the JSM-based single-language tags.

• Multi LID dictionary: G2P-based dictionary obtained
from the JSM-based multi-language tags.

• All-four languages dictionary: G2P-based dictionary
obtained when assuming all four languages apply.

Figure 1 shows the different steps necessary to obtain a
phonemic transcription for each G2P-based dictionary.

Fig. 1. Different processing step used to generate G2P-based dictionaries.
[22]

As discussed in Section IV-C, the resulting dictionaries
can only be used when mapped to a reconciled phoneme
set. The mappings introduced in Section IV-C are applied
here.

E. ASR system

In order to build a baseline ASR system, we use the entire
SADE corpus [14]. The SADE corpus contains 13 hours 56
minutes and 9 seconds of speech from 40 speakers, with
500 prompts per speaker. The data corpus is balanced across
gender with 20 male and 20 female speakers. We partition
the entire corpus into a 65% training and 35% testing set.
No development set is used, and all parameters are set on
the training data directly.

The baseline system employs a standard Kaldi-based
system using a recipe similar to the Babel recipes [23].
We build a context-dependent crossword HMM-based phone
recogniser with triphone models and Gaussian mixture mod-
els (GMMs). For speaker-specific transforms, feature-space
maximum likelihood linear regression (FMLLR) and a maxi-
mum likelihood linear transform (MLLT) is used per speaker.
To perform speaker-specific normalisation, both Cepstral
Mean Normalisation (CMN) and Cepstral Variance Normal-
isation (CVN) are used. Features are obtained by splicing



together seven frames 13-dimensional Mel-frequency cep-
stral coefficients (MFCCs) each. The feature dimensionality
is later reduced using linear discriminant analysis (LDA) to
40. These models generate the alignments used to initialise
a standard 3-layer deep neural network (DNN).

The test vocabulary and LM used has a significant effect
on the recognition accuracy. We therefore analyse two cases:
(1) in order to minimise the effect of the LM, we utilise
a flat LM knowing that recognition accuracy will be poor;
(2) we also use a trained n-gram-based LM to verify that
our system is sufficiently accurate (that is, to evaluate the
overall system development process). To obtain a complete
pronunciation lexicon necessary to train an ASR system and
avoid out-of-vocabulary (OOV) tokens, we:

• identify all words not included in Section IV-D, and
extract their corresponding pronunciations (either single
or multiple) from the original SADE transcribed dic-
tionary, referred to as the ‘supplemental pronunciation
dictionary’, and

• combine each dictionary being analysed (the case-
specific dictionaries from Section IV-D) to obtain a
complete pronunciation dictionary for ASR purposes.

Note that the supplemental pronunciation dictionary re-
tains variants (single or multiple) as contained in the ref-
erence SADE dictionary. All phonemes are mapped to the
‘combined’ phoneme set using the mapping approach dis-
cussed in Section IV-C . Also, in the SADE corpus, words
with two or less characters, spelled-out or words outside the
four target languages are removed from the reference and
hypothesised dictionaries for proper comparative analysis.

F. Performance measure

ASR accuracy is evaluated in terms of word error rate
while LID performance is calculated using standard preci-
sion, recall, and F-measure.

No single evident measure exists for calculating G2P
accuracy for variant-based dictionaries. In this analysis, we
use four G2P metrics defined in [24], namely variant-based
phoneme accuracy (V-PA), variant-based word accuracy (V-
WA), single-best phoneme accuracy (S-PA) and single-best
word accuracy (S-WA). Variant-based G2P accuracy is com-
puted per word, by evaluating each reference pronunciation
against all hypothesised pronunciations (for that specific
word) to obtain the best-matching pronunciation, as well
as the accuracy score for that reference-hypothesis pair.
These scores are then averaged across all pronunciation
variants of the specific word, occurring in the reference
dictionary. A best-variant score of 1 for any given word
means that there is a hypothesised pronunciation that matches
the reference pronunciation, for every single pronunciation
variant occurring in the reference dictionary.

V-PA and V-WA only differ on whether the accuracy score
(that is averaged across all reference pronunciation variants)
is a phoneme accuracy score (V-PA) or word accuracy
score (V-WA). Both the overall V-WA and V-PA are then
obtained by averaging these values over all the words in the
dictionaries. S-PA and S-WA are computed by obtaining only

the single best accuracy per word (from the best-matching
reference and hypothesis pair), and then averaging over all
words in the dictionary. Similarly, S-WA is a word-based
accuracy score and S-PA a phoneme-based accuracy score.

V. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

A. LID Analysis

We first evaluate the LID accuracy of the three predicted
LID sets (Single, Multi and All-four), where we use the true
language of origin of each word as a reference to estimate
the LID accuracy. Table II shows the results of the two JSM-
based and All-four LID predictions using precision, recall
and F-measure.

TABLE II
LID PRECISION, RECALL AND F-MEASURE USING DIFFERENT LID

APPROACHES.

Data set Dict Precision (%) Recall (%) F-measure (%)

SADE
All-four 27.11 100.00 44.66

Multi 84.87 92.80 88.66
Single 88.86 81.94 85.26

Multipron
All-four 26.20 100.00 41.52

Multi 72.63 88.48 79.78
Single 78.64 75.04 76.80

As expected, from our previous study [13], Multi LID
outperforms Single LID across both data sets. Also, as
expected, we observe very low precision on the All-four
approach, where we assume all word lists originate from
all target languages.

B. G2P Analysis

For each corpus, we report G2P accuracy by comparing
the four hypothesised dictionaries against the reference dic-
tionary using both phoneme sets. Tables III and IV show
V-PA, V-WA, S-PA and S-WA obtained using the ‘detailed’
and ‘combined’ phoneme sets respectively, and based on dif-
ferent dictionary approaches. Across all performance metrics,
accuracy obtained using the ‘detailed’ phoneme set is lower
as compared to ‘combined’ because of the higher penalty in-
curred with the stricter phoneme mapping strategy employed.
We observe that across both phoneme sets, accuracy obtained
using the All-four dictionary outperforms other G2P-based
dictionaries; the Multi dictionary outperforms the Ref-LID
dictionary, and Single performs the worst (of the four G2P-
based dictionaries).

Given the performance measure used, the higher the num-
ber of pronunciation variants, the better the G2P accuracy.
This explains why the All-four approach seems the best
dictionary approach, since we over-generate pronunciation
variants across all four target languages. These results are
not expected to mirror ASR accuracy, as it is known that
more variants tend to introduce higher confusability in ASR
systems. Columns Refavg and Hypavg represent the average
number of reference and hypothesised pronunciations per
word. For the ‘Multipron’ corpus, the number of pronun-
ciation variants per word is more than in the SADE corpus,
due to the fact that each audio clip produced by a speaker



TABLE III
V-PA, V-WA, S-PA AND S-WA ACHIEVED WITH ‘DETAILED’ PHONEME SET FOR DIFFERENT DICTIONARY APPROACHES ON TWO DATA SETS.

Data set Dict V-PA V-WA S-PA S-WA Ref.avg Hyp.avg

Multipron

All-four 76.20 19.93 94.27 71.13 5.52 3.53
Multi 70.55 15.49 90.64 59.60 5.52 1.35

Ref-LID 68.44 13.28 89.15 53.41 5.52 1.05
Single 66.95 13.13 88.03 52.55 5.52 1.00

SADE

All-four 83.80 39.74 84.79 42.03 1.12 3.53
Multi 80.49 36.86 81.73 39.02 1.12 1.32

Ref-LID 79.89 35.81 81.06 37.62 1.12 1.08
Single 76.97 33.12 78.53 35.10 1.12 1.00

TABLE IV
V-PA, V-WA, S-PA AND S-WA ACHIEVED WITH ‘COMBINED’ PHONEME SET FOR DIFFERENT DICTIONARY APPROACHES ON TWO DATA SETS.

Data set Dict V-PA V-WA S-PA S-WA Ref.avg Hyp.avg

Multipron

All-four 78.94 25.19 96.41 81.73 5.21 3.4
Multi 73.77 20.20 93.26 70.98 5.21 1.33

Ref-LID 72.07 18.06 92.12 66.56 5.21 1.05
Single 70.54 17.51 90.86 64.55 5.21 1.00

SADE

All-four 89.59 59.96 90.53 62.73 1.12 3.39
Multi 86.94 57.26 88.19 60.20 1.12 1.31

Ref-LID 86.79 56.53 87.97 59.12 1.12 1.08
Single 83.42 52.91 85.08 56.04 1.12 1.00

was manually transcribed. Comparing Tables III and IV,
we observe that trends remain similar using either phoneme
set. Hence, we use the ‘combined’ phoneme set from here
onwards.

TABLE V
AVERAGE NUMBER OF PRONUNCIATION VARIANTS, AS WELL AS THE

WER USING FLAT AND TRAINED LMS.

WER
Dictionary Average variants Flat LM Trained LM
Manual 1.12 57.30 14.60
Ref-LID 1.08 62.70 16.40
Single 1.00 63.90 18.20
Multi 1.31 64.90 19.90
All-four 3.39 67.80 20.20

C. ASR Analysis

Word recognition is performed using both a flat and a
trained LM. For the trained LM, we use the 4-gram modified
Kneser-Ney technique where the minimum n-gram order is
set to 1. To determine the optimal LM weight, we perform
a 2-fold cross-validation on the testing data. To understand
how each of the dictionaries influences the performance of
each system, we measure word error rate.

One of the most common reasons for ASR errors observed
here is acoustic confusability due to homophones. Examples
include spelled-out words, numerical words, dates, etc. While
this ambiguity is typically resolved by the language model,
a system developed with a flat language model may be
unfairly penalised. To report the performance of the system,
we therefore consider two cases where:

• All homophones are retained without performing any
preprocessing task.

• Each word in the hypothesised string is remapped to
its reference counterpart if the pronunciation of the

reference word and observed word matches. See Table
VI, for an example.

TABLE VI
EXAMPLE OF HOMOPHONE REMAPPING A HYPOTHESISED (‘HYP’)

STRING TO BETTER MATCH THE REFERENCE (‘REF’) STRING.

Original string REF l-3 communications hldgs.
HYP l-3 communications holdings

After homophone REF l-3 communications hldgs.
remapping HYP l-3 communications hldgs.

Remapping homophones reduces the WER by only 1% on
average across the target dictionaries. Trends observed before
or after homophones preprocessing (realigning homophones)
are the same. Homophones therefore affect the results less
than we initially anticipated.

As expected, we achieve the best result on the reference
dictionary. ASR performance decreases as soon as predicted
dictionaries are used. The order, from best to worst per-
forming technique, is now as follows: Manual, Ref-LID,
Single, Multi and All-four. While the differences between
Ref-LID, Single and Multi are small but consistent, there is
a much larger performance difference between the reference
dictionary and the above three, as well as between these three
and the All-four dictionary.

In Table V, we observe that the same trends are ob-
served across dictionary approaches (Manual, Ref-LID, Sin-
gle, Multi, and All-four) regardless of the language model
used. We also observe that more variants tend to result in
poorer ASR performance. While this observation does not
hold for the Ref-LID dictionary, this dictionary benefits more
from prior information relating to the true source languages
of words before G2P conversion. Note that the drop in
performance of the recognition between Ref-LID and Manual



dictionaries correspond to errors made by the G2P converter,
while the difference in WER between the two LID-based
dictionaries and Ref-LID can be associated with the LID
prediction error.

VI. CONCLUSION

This work focused on the implications of producing
language-based pronunciation variants for proper name
recognition, where different LID techniques are used to
predict the most probable source language(s) of a word. Both
G2P and ASR performance were analysed and compared.

To understand the implications of creating LID-based dic-
tionaries, we considered four dictionaries that were generated
using a combination of LID and G2P prediction. The same
language-specific G2P predictors were used for all dictionar-
ies but different LID options were evaluated: when the true
source language is known, when a single source language is
predicted, when multiple source languages are predicted, and
when it is simply assumed that all words may be from all
relevant source languages. These dictionaries were evaluated
against a reference dictionary (developed with each of the
corpora and manually corrected/verified) to measure G2P
accuracy. ASR performance was evaluated by developing
a full-blown ASR system and evaluating performance with
both a flat and trained LM.

The extent to which LID accuracy influences ASR per-
formance is most visible from the results in Table V. The
effect of improved LID tags can be observed, with the Single
approach performing the best of the predicted tags. While the
G2P error accounts for the WER difference between Ref-LID
and Manual results, the difference between the Single and the
Ref-LID results provides a measure of the effect of remaining
LID prediction error

During G2P analysis, it became clear that the way in
which variants are dealt with during accuracy calculation has
a large effect on measured performance. Using existing G2P
accuracy measures, variants in the hypothesised dictionary
are not penalised sufficiently, an issue we aim to address in
future work.
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